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STATEMENT

No. 1

We must be at the  
heart of any plans 

about our lives

““

We want to be  
involved in writing 

policies that affect us 
and making them  

easier to understand

STATEMENT

No. 7

““
““

STATEMENT

No. 4

We must be able  
to speak about  

how our support  
is working for us and 
what would be better

We want to be 
involved with  
‘Speaking-up’ 

groups

STATEMENT

No. 10

““

We have the right  
to live our lives  
independently

STATEMENT

No. 2

““

““We want to be involved 
in decisions made by 

the organisations that 
plan and run our support

STATEMENT

No. 8

We want to be  
involved in choosing 

the people who  
support us

STATEMENT

No. 5

““

We want to take part  
in national and local 

campaigns

STATEMENT

No. 11

““

We must be 
involved in our
 communities
“ “STATEMENT

No. 3

We want to be  
involved in events run 

by the organisations 
that plan and run  

our support

STATEMENT

No. 9

““

We want to give  
information and  
training to staff 

at all levels

STATEMENT

No. 6

““

We have the right  
to make formal  

complaints 
if we need to

““
STATEMENT

No. 12
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“The Charter is so 
simple, so clear and 
straightforward. The 
positive statement it 
makes to other people is 
a really powerful thing.”
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We must be 
involved in our
 communities
“STATEMENT

No. 3
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Members of the National Involvement 
Network wanted to fi nd out what 
diff erence the Charter for Involvement 
was making. To do this, they spoke to 
the chief executive offi  cers* or senior 
managers of 15 organisations that 
had promised to put the Charter into 
practice. 

The organisations we spoke to support 
people who have learning disabilities, 
autism, physical disabilities, mental 
health problems, those who are addicted 
to drugs or alcohol or are homeless. 

* the bosses

We must be 
involved in our
 communities
“STATEMENT

No. 3
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Why we wrote this report

Introduction
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This is the short report. There is also a full report 
that gives more detail. You will find this on the 
ARC Scotland website.

http://arcuk.org.uk/scotland/charter-for-involvement
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This report shows what they 
told us



This is a book that shows how people who use 
support services want to be involved:

• In the services they get

• In the organisations that provide their services

• In their communities

Most importantly, the Charter helps people to be 
more listened to and respected.

The Charter has twelve Statements that show 
how people want to be involved. The statements 
are written at the beginning of this report.

The Charter was written by the National 
Involvement Network. This is a group of over 
80 people who get support from different 
organisations.

What is the Charter for 
Involvement?
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What we found out

We want to give  
information and  
training to staff 

at all levels

STATEMENT

No. 6
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What we found out

Good things

All of the chief executive offi  cers we spoke to 
said that the Charter had made a diff erence to 
their organisation and the people they support.
Most organisations had made plans about how 
they put the Charter into practice. 

One person said:

“The Charter is about choosing who they work with, 
being involved in choosing staff  and being involved in 
training staff . The Charter helps with how they spend 
their time and who they spend their time with.”

We want to give  
information and  
training to staff 

at all levels

STATEMENT

No. 6
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STATEMENT

No. 1

We must be at the  
heart of any plans 

about our lives
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STATEMENT

No. 1

We must be at the  
heart of any plans 

about our lives

Many organisations had made changes 
that help people to be at the heart of 
any plans about their lives. 

One person told us:

“We are changing our support plans to fi t in 
with what the Charter says people want.  
That is a big diff erence.”

People are more involved in 
their support plans 
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STATEMENT

No. 4

We must be able  
to speak about  

how our support  
is working for us and 
what would be better
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Some organisations are using the 
Charter in surveys that ask people what 
they think about the support they get. 
Others are using it to help groups of 
people they support to talk about how 
things are working for them and what 
could work better.

People are more able to 
speak about their support 
and what could be better 

STATEMENT

No. 4

We must be able  
to speak about  

how our support  
is working for us and 
what would be better
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One person said:

Some organisations now involve the people they 
support in appraisals* for their staff .

*Where they check how well someone is doing 
their job.

We heard that it is important to 
involve people at an early stage 
when making changes or decisions

“We have learned the importance of people being in 
at the start. People are the experts, have ideas and 
welcome the chance to talk, even on diffi  cult topics, 
and to think about others.”

We want to be involved 
in decisions made by 

the organisations that 
plan and run our support

STATEMENT

No. 8
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We want to be involved 
in decisions made by 

the organisations that 
plan and run our support

STATEMENT

No. 8
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We want to be  
involved in choosing 

the people who  
support us

STATEMENT

No. 5
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We want to be  
involved in choosing 

the people who  
support us

STATEMENT

No. 5

People are more involved in choosing 
staff . Nearly all of the organisations we 
spoke to involve people in this. Some 
organisations give people training so 
they can take part in job interviews and 
choosing staff . 

People are more involved in 
choosing staff 
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We want to be  
involved in writing 

policies that affect us 
and making them  

easier to understand

STATEMENT

No. 7
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We want to be  
involved in writing 

policies that affect us 
and making them  

easier to understand

STATEMENT

No. 7
Eight of the organisations said that they involve 
people in writing policies* or making them easy 
read. Some of these policies were Complaints, staff  
use of mobile phones, housing and restraint.**

One person said:

*Policies are written by organisations to show 
how staff  must do their work.

** Staff  holding people to stop them hurting 
themselves or others. 

People are more involved in 

writing policies

“The people we support looked at our complaints   
policy. They couldn’t understand it. Managers were  
told it needs to be made more understandable.”
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We want to be involved 
in decisions made by 

the organisations that 
plan and run our support

STATEMENT

No. 8
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 Two of the organisations said that 
people they support now sit on their 
boards of management.* Seven others 
told us that the boards of management 
speak more often to the people they 
support. 

One person said:

* The group who are in charge of the 
organisation.

People are more involved in 
making decisions 

“There are two people we support now 
serving on our management committee.”

““We want to be involved 
in decisions made by 

the organisations that 
plan and run our support

STATEMENT

No. 8
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Many people spoke about this. 

One person said:

People have more confi dence 
and understand their rights 

“If they understand what the Charter is about, 
it empowers them to make sure they are 
getting real choices.”

We want to be 
involved with  
‘Speaking-up’ 

groups

STATEMENT

No. 10
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We want to be 
involved with  
‘Speaking-up’ 

groups

STATEMENT

No. 10
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One person said:

“A woman in Glasgow was supported to 
get the crossing time extended at her local 
pedestrian crossing so that she felt safe to 
cross the road. Helping people understand 
that they have a voice helps them develop and 
have more choice and control.” 

People feel more confident to 
take on new challenges
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 Some organisations found the Charter 
statements about people being involved 
in their communities and in campaigns 
more diffi  cult to put into practice. 

This can be because they do not have 
the money to give everyone the support 
they need to be involved. Everyone 
thought that it was important that 
people are involved in their communities 
and in campaigns.

Some Challenges

Some parts of the Charter are 
more diffi  cult to put 

into practice. We want to take part  
in national and local 

campaigns

STATEMENT

No. 11
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We want to take part  
in national and local 

campaigns

STATEMENT

No. 11
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People who cannot read or have 
communication difficulties need more 
help to understand the Charter. All the 
people we spoke to wanted to keep 
getting better at involving everyone.  
 
One person said:

It can be difficult for 
everyone to understand 

the Charter.

“When involvement does not work, it is 
usually because we have not spent enough 
time making sure people understand what we 
are asking, or we have not spent enough time 
listening to what people are telling us.”
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Another said:

“The biggest thing we have learned is that we need 
to try to find a way to hear every person’s voice.”
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The chief executive offi  cers of all 
organisations we spoke to want to keep 
getting better at involving people they 
support in the decisions that aff ect them. 
They think the Charter and the NIN can help 
them to do this. The Charter can make a 
diff erence to everyone who gets support.

What happens now?

We want to be involved 
in decisions made by 

the organisations that 
plan and run our support

STATEMENT

No. 8
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• The members of the National 
Involvement Network are working 
to help make the Charter easier 
to understand for people with 
communication difficulties

• They are working to set up local 
involvement network groups that will 
help more people to get involved with 
the Charter and share the good things 
people are doing

• They are telling more people about 
the Charter and how it can help staff 
involve them more in their own lives, 
their services and their communities
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You can fi nd out more about the Charter 
and the National Involvement Network 
by getting in touch with ARC Scotland or 
looking at our website. 

How to fi nd out more

National Involvement Network

CHARTER
FOR

INVOLVEMENT
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www.arcuk.org.uk/scotland
     @natinvnetwork
     @arcuk_org



“The Charter helps 
organisations focus more on 
involvement than they were 
doing. It’s helping to change 
how we work with people”.

We have the right  
to live our lives  
independently

STATEMENT

No. 2
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Thanks to NIN members:

Joe Ade, Heather Blair, Heather Davidson, Kevin 
Dunn, Elizabeth Irving, Lynnette Linton, Alan 
MacKenzie, Brian Robertson, Ross Smith, Frank 
Wynne.

The money to run the National Involvement 
Network comes from the Scottish Government.

Thanks to everyone who helped 
make this report possible.
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ARC Scotland welcomes 
membership from organisations 
that plan or deliver social care / 
health support in Scotland.

It’s easy and quick to join. 
You can apply online at:

www.arcuk.org.uk/scotland
     @natinvnetwork
     @arcuk_org
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